
Minutes for August NSA meeting 

Present: Matt Forster, Brent Nystrom, Bill Nelson, Bob Williams, John Sharpe, Brent Kivell, David Mucha, 

Gerald Young, Lisa Cemenski 

Visitors:  Heather and Doug Stanga; Jessica Mueller 

Agenda Item 1 - Minutes approved (Bill motion, Dave 2nd) 

Agenda Item 3 - Team selection process for U-12 girls. 

Background/Context - Fall season selection process undefined unlike spring process (with tryouts).  NSA 

board had not been in the position previously where we received too much interest for one team/age 

level. Thought two teams were possible at the beginning of the registration period.  Ended up being 

short by at least two girls in by the end.  Thus only one team of U12 girls could be formed. Matt’s 

summary bullets: 

1) We can max at 14 players and had only 18 signup. 
2) It wasn't enough for 2 teams so we could either cut 4 players or rearrange either kids to u-13 or up from u-11. 
3) Board members Forster, Tidona, and Mucha had girls sign up. 
4) Matt had coached most, but not all girls, at some point in the last 3 years.  
5) We had expected, from early responses, there would be girls enough for 2 teams. So, we had entered a c-2 and a c-3 team with 
MYSA. With the 1 team, we were left with the c-2  
6) We had no tryouts to use as an objective measure for team selection as we do for the spring season. 
7) We, as a Board, have no process designed for such a situation - Fall league team selection, no tryouts available, multiple 
possible conflict of interest involved as Board member, President/escalation point for Brent, coach, parent, etc. 
8) Brent K. followed a process to select the team. Matt was involved as part of that process. All Board member children were 
selected for the team and 4 girls were cut.  

 

Process used (Brent K.) – Six girls total teams for this fall.  Previous to this year the maximum number 

registered was 2 girls teams.  6-8 girls from Matt’s team preliminarily interested in U12 fall and request 

from Brent K. to the other team (coached by Todd Scheuble in spring) for 3-4 girls.  Actual registration 

response was high at 18 girls between the two spring teams.  August 7th was registration date with 

MYSA.  Decision was made to register two teams (C2 & C3).  Looked to find two more girls via various 

means.  No additional registrations were made.  Fall limit for roster is 14 girls.  4 cuts needed to made.  

How to decide on cuts?  Brent sought some input from Jessica Mueller (girls coaching mentor) who had 

limited experience with the spring teams and from the assistant coach of Todd’s team (Lena?)  Matt was 

also in discussions with Brent K. about decisions.  Brent made the decisions to best of his ability with the 

limited information he had.  Brent K. recommends summer tryouts in the future. 

Comments from parent Heather Stanga (mother of one of the girls cut) -  Wants board to hear from her 

face to face.  Difficult for her to hear that there was a lack of process and that the NSA was caught off 

guard by number of teams for fall.  Our website outlines a process, but does not give a date (spring v 

fall).  Confusing.  Also, determination and notification of roster process was poor.  Got an email 

referencing roster, but her daughter was not on roster, decision final.  Not ideal, no chance to absorb 

the decision and make comment. 



Board:  Always was planning for two teams early, maybe misled, made decision makers complacent.  

Why didn’t we plan better? 

Heather:  Does anyone involved even know our daughter?  She questions that Brent (doesn’t) or Jessica 

(?) even know Brooke?  Then how can we be fair about selection.  All agree this is a flaw in the process. 

Heather asks about finding other girls to fill the 2 slots.  How did we try and recruit others?  Did we look 

for the younger kids? 

Matthew O.:  two late period registrants for U11.  Rosters already assigned and submitted.   Could be 

over-rostered or could they move up to U12?  Roster already turned in.  Difficult. 

Doug Stanga – wanted to clarify to the board that they are not looking to change things for this fall, but 

ultimately came to give us information so hopefully we can make the process better for the future. 

Heather – more about the notification process about her daughter not on the roster.  Because no 

explanation was given her daughter has to have difficult conversations with friends and can give no real 

answers.  

Heather – can the board give the specific details for how the decision was made about which four girls 

were cut?  Matt F. response – we have no more information to give.  We’ve given you the flawed 

process and general basis on which decisions were based.  No reason to get into the specifics. 

Heather – why was a C2 team chosen over C3?   Response – at this age level teams can select either 

level.  No need to qualify. 

Matt stops discussion here and gives his response, his own apology and his offers to try and remedy the 

situation.  Stangas appreciate the information and understand the situation.  

Five proposed Action Items coming out of the discussion. 

-Define a clear fall team selection process 

-Update the spring selection process to include information about conflict of interest situations 

- Compose communication guidelines so that coordinators have a process by which to send timely, 

accurate and informative messages about roster decisions 

- Guidelines to coordinators about hierarchy of who to consult with about roster decisions 

- Assess what information gets used when making roster decisions to provide clarity between tryout 

process and what other information is involved in decision making. 

All board agrees to move forward on these items. 

 

 



Agenda Item 2 - Registrar Report 

Matt O – upset.  Think that NSA made a mistake by not having two teams.  Problems with 

communication.   Feels as though he was clear about his position.  Strong feelings that there were at 

least 4 “play-up” players in U11. Fall process difficult.  Frustrated by the lack of action.  Even offered to 

coach the 2nd team.  Will be resigning after this fall season registration complete.  Concerned by 

negative feedback he has received personally.  Not happy about dollars lost ($200 fine for backing out of 

one team).   

Matt F. – complements and thank yous to Matt.  Anything the board can do to keep Matt O in place?   

Matt O. – no, can’t rely on others and not using systems.  In-House not using his system a problem.  

Unhappy about communications about fall teams.  Board not utilizing his messages and systems.   

Agenda Item 8 

Jessica – growing club, change needed.   Three themes to her thoughts:  communication in general, clear 

direction, clear process.   Lengthy handout with Jessica’s recommendations on the above themes after 

serving one year in the ‘Coaching Mentor’ position.    Short board discussion on handout due to time 

limitations. 

Dave – are a lot of pressures coming together.  Recommends that the board take up a larger discussion 

about direction of club, perhaps at the annual retreat. 

 

A brief return to the action items coming out of lengthy discussion on U12 girls situation.  Beyond 

Stangas visiting in person, several other parents submitted letters, including Todd Scheuble. Action: 

Matt will respond to Stangas and other parent letter.  Gerald will respond to letter from Todd.   

Agenda Item 5 

Dave M. – Treasurer’s report:  Update on JJ tourney – an expense previously attributed to the 

tournament was designed elsewhere so instead of flat income the tournament actually netted $1300 

profit.  All other updates were submitted to board via email. 

Agenda Item 7 

Fall tryouts.  Action: Dates, costs, evaluators to be decided by Bill and Brent K. by end of the month.  

Board discussion on tryout fees nets decision to waive any fee collected to tryout, but perhaps have a 

pre-registration but must continue to have paper registration on site.   

Other.  Matt received contact from high school officials about the need for an AED to be on-site for high 

school games.  They wish to store the unit at the Spring Creek pavilion.  The request was made for NSA 

donate funds toward the unit purchase and to make the pavilion available.  Action: Gerald makes 



motion to donate $250 toward the cost and provide keys so that the unit can be kept in the pavilion, 

Lisa 2nd.  All approve.   

 

Meeting adjourned due to time.  Other  agenda items tabled. 

 

 


